
Can Shack Procedures Waukee Fareway Parking lot

Thank you for sorting at the Waukee Band and the Northwest Band Can Shack!
By sorting IA deposit cans, plastics, and glass bottles, a 9th-12th grade student can receive
funds towards future band expenses or earn silver cord hours.

Sign-Up:
Sign-up for sorting/volunteering is released every month through the Sign-up genius. Parents
and students can sign up for one shift per month. Please add a contact number and comment
whether the shift is for fundraising or for silver cord.

Keys:
To obtain entrance into the can shack, a student can ask Directors Jeff Patterson (WHS) or
Chris Strohmaier (NW) for a key during school hours or contact Laura McPike (515) 478-4653 or
Sharon Divingnzzo (515) 770-6860 to arrange pick-up of a key or coordinate a time of unlocking
the shack.

Supplies:
Disposable gloves, hand sanitizer and rolls of recyclable bags are provided on the corner shelf
inside the can shack. Recyclable bags are not to be used for trash.

NEEDED=Produce boxes (apples and bananas) for sorting glass bottles are always
needed.

Aluminum Cans:
Cans are sorted into large, clear or blue plastic bags that are to be used to line the barrels or
cardboard supports.  BE SURE all cans are IA deposit eligible. NOTE: crushed cans cannot be
put into recyclable bags-they must be thrown in the trash. Fill bags to top and hand knot. Do not
use twist ties.

Plastic:
Plastic bottles are sorted into the same plastic bags. Be sure all plastics are IA deposit eligible.
Watch for water bottles and Gatorade bottles that are not refundable. Non-deposits are to be
thrown in the trash.

Glass bottles:
Glass bottles go into boxes. Boxes need to be filled and stacked on the right side of the shack.
Broken bottles are to be thrown in the trash.

Trash:
Re-use a garbage bag from a donation to collect trash and non-recyclable items.Trash is to be
placed in the dumpster at the back end of Fareway’s parking lot.

There is no electricity in the shack. Please dress accordingly.

BE SURE TO CLOSE/LOCK THE PADLOCK WHEN YOU LEAVE THE SHACK. THANK YOU!


